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Roca
Inspired by design and driven by the passion of its
Spanish heritage, Roca has been shaping bathroom
design for over 100 years. A world leader operating
in over 170 markets, Roca is always at the forefront of
bathroom trends. Working with some of the world’s
most prestigious designers, Roca crafts distinctive and
original designs that enhance the way people live.

In the zone
Across the globe, the role of the bathroom continues to
be elevated within the home. While cultural differences
exist from country to country, there is common
recognition of the increasing importance of the bathroom
to our daily lives. The bathroom is now considered
an uninhibited wellness zone. And through clever
design, Roca creates bathroom products that nurture
health, improve comfort and enhance quality of life.

We care
Roca has a longstanding commitment to the environment
and sustainability. For decades Roca has been developing
products that reduce water and energy usage without
sacrificing comfort. Roca believes that sustainability
is at the very heart of good design – that’s why Roca
created a foundation that encourages better water
REECE PRODUCT
QUALITY GUARANTEE
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institutional opinion about the need for the sustainable

Roca tapware enjoy a 15 year
product warranty, 10 year
warranty for bidettes, toilets,
basins, baths and shower bases,
2 year electrical components
warranty and a 1 year parts and
labour warranty – domestic use
only. For full warranty details
visit reece.com.au/warranties
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Design
and innovation
Roca Partners
Roca partners with some of the world’s most prestigious
architects and designers to develop products and
ranges that allow consumers to create bathrooms that
reflect their individual needs and expression.
These creative collaborations have earned Roca many
international awards for design and usability and are an
important part of Roca’s commitment to innovative
bathroom design.
Pictured left:
Gabriele + Oscar Buratti – W+W
Bertrand Iller, International Design Studio, NOA – Inspira
Schmidt & Lackner – Meridian Rimless, Meridian and DSC
Antonio Bullo – The Gap, Atlas
Joan Gaspar – Dama-N
Ramon Benedito – Bol, Diverta and Logica-N

Roca Design Centre and Innovation Lab
Recognising the importance of innovation, Roca established
the Roca Design Centre – a unique facility that focuses
on research into design trends based on living styles of
different people around the world. Within the Design
Centre is the ‘Roca Innovation Lab’ where designers
are free to explore new ideas, materials and looks.
Roca’s commitment to design has been recognised on
numerous occasions. Most notably as a recipient of the 2009
Red Dot Design Award, the 2009 Design Plus Award, 2010
Wallpaper Design Award and the Designer Awards 2012 –
some of the world’s most distinguished design awards.

Roca Galleries
To celebrate and showcase its passion for design and innovation,
Roca created the Roca Barcelona Gallery – an avant-garde
space offering a unique interactive and visual experience that
reflects the relationship of the individual and the bathroom.
Similarly spectacular galleries have also been established in
Lisbon, Shanghai, Madrid, Sao Paolo, Beijing and London.
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The future is now.
Roca has
revolutionised the
bathroom space
with eight design
innovations that
explore new ideas,
materials and
technologies to
enhance the
way we live.
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Roca Barcelona Gallery
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World Leading
Technology
A sustainable and
compact duo
The Washbasin + Watercloset
is a revolutionary combination
that brings sustainability and
style to both the basin and
toilet in a single piece.
• Tap water is not wasted
• Selective filtration system
• Water treatment system
• Treatment tank
• Cistern

Welcome, Smart Toilet
Roca’s new In-Wash®
Inspira Collection is the
perfect solution for your
daily hygiene. Uncomplicated
and straightforward. Its
remote control is absolutely
intuitive and anyone can
easily customise its settings
through simple interfaces.

Slim
design

An all-in-one solution

The buttons are
seamlessly built
into the pan

In a world first, the Meridian
In-Tank integrates the cistern
and buttons into the pan itself,
eliminating bulk and ensuring
a pure minimal aesthetic.

Easy
adjustment of:
Temperature
Pressure
Nozzle position

9 litre tank
is integrated
into the pan

A cleaner, more
sophisticated flush
Roca's Rimless ranges, including
Beyond Rimless, Meridian Rimless,
Meridian Care and the Gap Rimless
circulate water around the inner
perimeter of the pan from one
flushing point, achieving better
performance while offering easier
cleaning and optimal hygiene.

Main function:
Cleaning and
drying

One single flushing
point distributes
water evenly to the
entire perimeter
of the pan

Soft Air® Technology,
integrated air pump
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An innovative
antibacterial treatment
SUPRALIT®'s surface ensures
maximum hygiene thanks to its
reduced porosity and an antibacterial
treatment. SUPRALIT® also offers
greater resistance to chemical
agents and ultraviolet light,
ensuring that the product remains
in perfect condition and maintains
its original colour over time.

More durable
Increased hygiene
Easier to clean

Simplicity in its
finest form
A new generation of ceramic
material, FINECERAMIC ®,
achieves greater precision than
ever before to create the ultimate
in thin-edged design. Featured
in the Beyond and Inspira basin
collections.

Small radius
Thin walls
Stronger
and lighter

Preferred shower outlet and
shower pressure control

A personalised
showering experience
Roca's thermostatic mixers
ensure water flows at a constant
temperature, preventing risk
of scalding and allowing for
a reliable, uninterrupted
showering experience.

Precise
temperature
control

Seamless Integration
Heightening the connection
between aesthetics and the
senses, Roca’s revolutionary
Cyprus Stonex® Shower
Floors offer a unique
texturised finish, which feels
warm and natural underfoot
whilst seamlessly integrating
with the bathroom floor.

High slip
resistance
Superslim
design
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• Tap water is not wasted
• Selective filtration system
• Water treatment system

Perfect pair
An exciting new bathroom solution that blends
sustainability and sophistication, the Washbasin
+ Watercloset is superior in both functionality
and aesthetic. This progressive new pairing
blends both washbasin and toilet in a
single, functional, sophisticated piece.
Reduce and reuse
Roca’s new ‘water reuse’ technology filters wastewater
from the basin and reuses it in the discharge of the cistern,
reducing water usage for greater sustainability.

Save space and water
The two-in-one solution means a reduced footprint, both for your
bathroom and the environment. The sleek unit can be installed
in powder rooms for smooth operation and space saving.

• Treatment tank
• Cistern
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Pan, cistern and
buttons all-in-one
Offering a sleek silhouette with buttons and cistern
incorporated into the pan itself, the world-first
Meridian In-Tank revolutionises the humble toilet.
Modern, minimal and classic, the slimline suite
is a stylish addition to any bathroom.
Flexibility and freedom
The Meridian In-Tank offers the freedom of greater design possibilities,
without the need for a concealed cistern. The all-in-one compact solution
means that the toilet can be installed in a greater variety of spaces with ease.

Fluidmaster Soft Air® Technology
Developed in conjunction with Fluidmaster for Roca, Soft Air® Technology
is a special process, which comprises an air injection system in the cistern
to optimise water flow. This clever feature ensures an effective
and quieter flush while still being water efficient.

The buttons are seamlessly
built
into the pan

Soft Air® Technology,
integrated air pump

Meridian IN-TANK
Wall Hung Pan

9 litre tank is integrated
into the pan (compared to a
conventional 6 litre cistern)

Meridian IN-TANK
Back to Wall Pan
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Smart choice
For everyone
Integrated technology
Easy-to-install

Auto-cleaning
retractable nozzle

Night light
Long-life LED
Soft-close seat and cover
Ergonomic seat design

User detection
Control panel
(wash/dry/stop)
Rimless design
Single water
inlet

In-Wash® Inspira Close Coupled
Back to Wall Smart Toilet

Welcome,
Smart Toilets
The In-Wash® Inspira Collection is the perfect
solution for your daily hygiene. Uncomplicated and
straight forward. Its remote control is absolutely
intuitive and anyone can easily customise
its settings through the simple interface.

In-Wash® Inspira
Back to Wall Smart Toilet

In-Wash® Inspira
Wall Hung Smart Toilet
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Main function:
• Cleaning and drying

Join the
smart flow

Save user setting

Easy adjustment of
(air and water):
• Temperature
• Pressure
• Nozzle position

It’s time to take a step further. Bring the latest
technology to your toilet, turning it into the place
where comfort and hygiene come together
to provide a unique experience. Rediscover
the feeling of cleaning yourself with water.
There is nothing as intelligent and natural.
The future of toilets is here. And it’s smart.

Slim design

Magnetic wall support

Cleaning Functions

Drying Functions

Temperature and Water
Pressure Adjustment

Integrated
Control Panel

User Detection

Programmable LED
Night Light

Removable Nozzle for
easy cleaning

Auto Cleaning Nozzle
before and after every use
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One single flushing point
distributes water evenly
to the entire perimeter
of the pan

Inspira Round
Rimless Back to
Wall Toilet Suite

Beyond Rimless
Back to Wall Pan

The height of hygiene

Meridian Rimless
Close Coupled Back
to Wall Toilet Suite

Incorporating an advanced rimless design, Meridian
Rimless and The Gap Rimless allow water to
circulate along the entire perimeter of the pan.
This technology enables a higher level of hygiene
as well as the advantage of easier cleaning.
Rimless Technology
With Beyond Rimless, Meridian Rimless and the Gap Rimless, Roca presents an
entirely new approach to toilet suite design. The Rimless ranges deliver superior
hygiene and cleaning performance matched with beautifully stunning lines.
The Gap Rimless is also highly compact, making it ideal for smaller bathrooms.

The Gap Rimless Close
Coupled Back
to Wall Toilet Suite

Higher Efficiency
Conventional toilet designs distribute the water through holes in the rim, so that
water falls straight down towards the outlet, which can miss residue. Due to
their rimless design, Beyond Rimless, Meridian Rimless and The Gap Rimless
send water around the upper part of the bowl's perimeter, moving in a circular
motion towards the outlet, resulting in a cleaner and more hygienic surface.
Meridian Care Rimless
Back to Wall Comfort
Height Pan
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A finer finish
From a wealth of experience in the field of sanitaryware
comes Roca’s latest innovation: FINECERAMIC®.
The new generation of high-quality ceramic is a lighter,
stronger, more sophisticated material that offers
greater versatility in design featured in our
Beyond and Inspira basin collections.
Slimline design
FINECERAMIC® is 100% ceramic, 40% lighter and 30% more resistant than other
traditional ceramic materials, giving it a desirable slimline finish with fine, elegant
edges. Greater precision is achievable in the design details with the ability to create
shapes that were not previously possible. Moreover it's soft and homogeneous surface
is highly resistant to abrasive products allowing a use with absolute assurance.

Sophistication for you, sustainability for the environment
Lighter materials means Roca can continue to support their commitment
to the environment through reduced energy consumption in production
and transportation. The ceramic is also completely recyclable.

Round

Soft

Square

Stunning, feminine and
friendly. Its elegant and gentle
shape will surprise how
natural geometry can be.

Balanced, attractive and
comfortable. Its charming
shape will ensure a highlight
in any ambience.

Minimal, masculine and
precise. Its sleek shape will
adapt to architecture with
a subtle human touch.

Inspira Round
Vessel Basin
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Your perfect temperature,
every time
Roca thermostatic mixers operate by constantly
regulating the mix of hot and cold water to the outlet.
This ensures a constant temperature, guaranteeing both
safety and comfort while avoiding any risk of scalding.
The modern, intuitive design provides an easy-to-use interface so that every bath or shower
experience is seamless. Advanced technology means the system automatically reacts to any
sudden changes in temperature, and works to maintain the temperature so every shower is
free of interruptions – be that from other bathrooms, laundry units, basins, showers or toilets.
Bathrooms fitted with thermostatic mixers enjoy a more reliable mix of water at the perfect
temperature, every time. It means less time for the user finding the right temperature,
less water wasted in the process and a more enjoyable overall experience.
Equipped with Roca Quick Reaction® and SafeTouch® technologies, as well as safety
and sustainability features like the Roca Security 38°® device and the EcoStop® function
which limits flow rate by up to 50%. Not only saving you water, but time and energy.

T-1000

T-1000 Thermostatic
Mixer with Diverter

L90-T

T-1000 Thermostatic
Mixer

Introducing RocaBox, the ideal
solution for built-in universal mixers.
An easy solution to install, the RocaBox is
convenient, compact and versatile. The perfect
pairing with Roca's thermostatic mixers.

L90-T Thermostatic
Mixer with Diverter

L90-T Thermostatic
Mixer
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SafeTouch®

Security 38°®

The latest innovations in materials have
enabled Roca to develop its SafeTouch®
technology, which avoids burns by
preventing the chrome-plated bodies
of Roca's thermostatic mixers from
overheating, thereby preventing scalding.

Security 38°® is a safety device
included in Roca thermostatic mixers
that systematically prevents the water
temperature from exceeding 38°®.
In short, Security 38°® is wellness
and comfort.

Quick Reaction®

EverShine®

Thanks to the Quick Reaction® technology
developed by Roca Design Centre, the
thermostatic mixer allows you to enjoy the
required flow and temperature faster and
keeps both constant for the duration of the
shower. Quick Reaction® doesn't just offer
your preferred temperature faster but also
time, water and energy savings.

The beauty of the glossy chrome finish
of all Roca's tapware is possible due
to the innovative chroming system,
EverShine®. The electrolytic coating
provided by EverShine®, allows ease
of cleaning and prevents corrosion,
scratching and guarantees brightness
through the lifetime of the product.

EcoStop®
Roca's Thermostatic Mixers are equipped
with a green flow limiter button - the ECO
STOP button, that offers instantaneous
water savings by limiting the flow of
the water. If a higher flow is needed,
the button needs to be pushed.
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Material revolution.
Natural textures.
Seamless European
design.
At Roca, we are always seeking inspiration in natural
resources to develop products that contribute to the
wellbeing of our customers. We’ve created a new material
for our shower floors, with a minimalist aesthetic that
provides a seamless integration with bathroom floors.
Stonex®
Stonex® is a revolutionary high-quality and durable material, made up of resins
and a unique mineral composition. Fresh to the Australian market, Stonex®
offers enhanced durability, functionality and aesthetics, in a way that is superior
to polymarble or acrylic materials. With a contemporary textured surface, the
Stonex® material has an organic and natural feel, attuned to overall wellness.

Features
Super-slim design
facilitates a level finish
between bathroom
surface and the Cyprus
Stonex® Shower Floor
Textured design that
feels warm and natural
to touch
High slip resistance
900x1500mm model can
be reduced in length by up to
300mm by special order
Durable material with
high resistance to abrasive
chemical products and
ultraviolet light
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The revolutionary Stonex® material
offers both stunning aesthetics
and a high slip resistance due to
its uniquely innovative design.
Heightened beauty
With a unique texturised finish, discover a natural
contemporary look unlike any other shower base – with the
addition of a high slip resistance safety feature. The Stonex®
composition facilitates construction of one solid piece,
enabling the Cyprus Stonex® Shower Floor to be integrated
as a seamless continuation of the bathroom floor.

With four modern finishes available, Roca’s latest
innovative offering can be made to complement the
bathroom interior. And with the sleek, minimalistic
design, it will seamlessly match any bathroom style.
Sizes include, 900x900mm, 1000x1000mm,
1200x900mm and 900x1500mm. The 900x1500mm
model can be customised by being reduced in
length by up to 300mm by special order.

Increased durability
Blanco

Arena

Cemento

Pizarra

The high quality of the textured finish, along with its
hardness and durability to impact provides exceptional
resistance to abrasive chemical products and ultraviolet
light. This allows the product to be kept in excellent
condition while maintaining its original colour over time.
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W+W

W+W
Innovation and technology
join forces to the benefit
of sustainable progress.
This concept is synonymous with
saving water and optimising
space. A unique, distinct and
original design that brings
elegance and sustainability to
the bathroom. This product’s
innovative technology is
totally sustainable.
Tapware, Accessories and furniture not available in Australia.

Gabriele + Oscar Buratti – Designers
In a perfect collaboration of design, sustainability and
innovation, the W+W integrated basin and toilet incorporates
Roca’s new “water reuse” technology that filters the
wastewater from the basin and reuses it in the discharge
of the cistern, thereby reducing water usage.

W+W Integrated Washbasin

Soft close seat
WELS 5 star, 4.5/3 ltr flush
Average flush: 3 ltrs
P Trap: 200mm
Projection: 500mm
Bracket: L support included
Compatible with most
conventional basin mixers
Tapware sold separately

MERIDIAN IN-TANK

Meridian
IN-TANK
With its stunning lines,
the new generation Meridian
In-Tank is set to revolutionise
the bathroom with innovative
technology. For the first time,
the cistern has been integrated
into the pan itself and doesn’t
require installation of a cistern
and flush plate into the wall –
simple installation and
pure minimalism.

Accessories not available in Australia.

Schmidt & Lackner – Designers
From the Schmidt & Lackner Design offices in Heidelberg,
these German designers have worked for companies such as
Sysmex, Olymp and Leifheit and their projects have received
awards in competitions such as Frankfurt’s Design Plus, New
York’s ID Annual Design and Barcelona’s Delta ADI-FAD. Their
vision consists in the search for the essential in every project.

Meridian IN-TANK Back to Wall Pan
Soft close seat
WELS 4 star, 4.5/3 ltr flush
Average flush: 3.3 ltrs
S Trap: 95mm-150mm
P Trap: 180mm
Projection: 595mm
All-in-one pan, cistern & buttons
Available with an anti-vandal lid

Meridian IN-TANK Wall Hung Pan
Soft close seat
Brackets: L support (stud or solid walls less
than 150mm thickness) or I support (solid
walls with more than 150mm thickness)
WELS 4 star, 4.5/3 ltr flush
Average flush: 3.3 ltrs
P Trap: 180mm
Projection: 595mm
All-in-one pan, cistern & buttons
Available with an anti-vandal lid
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In-Wash® Inspira
Smart Toilets
In-Wash® Inspira Collection is the perfect solution for your daily hygiene.
Uncomplicated and straightforward. Its remote control is absolutely intuitive
and anyone can easily customise its settings through its simple interface.

For everyone

By the smartest

Its soft curves, its minimalist design and its
intuitive technology make a range of toilets that fit
any lifestyle. At Roca, we believe that technology
should not be exclusive, but accessible to all and
totally versatile to suit everyone’s needs.

In-Wash® Inspira toilets have been developed
by Roca’s designers and engineers, experts
in bathroom solutions, that have incorporated
the most advanced technology to respond to
the needs of the most savvy consumers.

Accessories and furniture not available in Australia.

IN-WASH ® INSPIRA SMART TOILET

In-Wash® Inspira Close Coupled Back
to Wall Smart Toilet

Soft close seat
WELS 4 star, 4.5/3 ltr flush
Average flush: 3.3 ltrs
S trap: 125mm – 225mm
P trap: 180mm
Projection: 680mm
Bottom Inlet
Not suitable for grey water/
rain water installation

In-Wash® Inspira Back to Wall Smart Toilet

Soft close seat
Rimless design
WELS 4 star, 4.5/3 ltr flush
Average flush: 3.3 ltrs
S trap: 100mm – 150mm
P trap: 180mm
Projection: 585mm
Bottom Inlet
Not suitable for grey water/
rain water installation

In-Wash® Inspira Wall Hung Smart Toilet

Soft close seat
Rimless design
WELS 4 star, 4.5/3 ltr flush
Average flush:3.3 ltrs
Projection: 582mm
Not suitable for grey water/
rain water installation
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Beyond
Defined by smooth lines and soft curves, the Beyond range captures a contemporary
aesthetic. Offering a greater hygiene experience, Beyond features Roca’s Rimless
technology and their latest innovative material, SUPRALIT®. Exclusive to Roca,
SUPRALIT® is a protective antibacterial resin. Its exceptional formulation not only
reinforces hygiene in toilets but also ensures greater durability of the products.

Roca Design Centre
The Beyond range was created at the Roca Design Centre with the
future of design in mind. Bringing together Roca’s latest technology
in materials and design in order to provide a unique experience
and outstanding quality.

Bidet, tapware and accessories not available in Australia.

BEYOND RIMLESS

Beyond Rimless Back to Wall Pan

Soft close SUPRALIT® seat
Quick release seat for easy cleaning
WELS 4 Star, 4.5/3 ltr flush
Average flush: 3.3 ltrs
S Trap: 95mm -150mm
P Trap: 180mm
Projection: 580mm

Beyond Rimless Wall Hung Pan

Soft close SUPRALIT® seat
Quick release seat for easy cleaning
WELS 4 Star, 4.5/3 ltr flush
Average flush: 3.3 ltrs
P Trap: 220mm
Projection: 580mm
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Beyond
Roca’s stunning collection of Beyond basins feature a unique design that will adapt
to any bathroom space or lifestyle. Defined by the interplay of volumes, Beyond’s
basins are shaped with Roca’s exclusive material FINECERAMIC® allowing for a more
sophisticated shape which was not previously possible with standard ceramics.

Roca Design Centre
Developed at the Roca Design Centre, the Beyond range epitomises urban
living. One of Roca’s most exclusive vitreous china collections, the basin
range utilises Roca’s FINECERAMIC® material to achieve its fine
lines and soft curves.

Tapware, mirrors and bidet not available in Australia.

BEYOND

Beyond Semi Inset Basin 585
585mm x 450mm x 120mm
Made of FINECERAMIC®
No overflow
1 taphole
Open & closed waste with ceramic
cover available separately

Beyond Semi Inset Basin 450
450mm x 450mm x 120mm
Made of FINECERAMIC®
No overflow
1 taphole
Open & closed waste with ceramic
cover available separately

Beyond Counter Basin 585
585mm x 455mm x 120mm
Made of FINECERAMIC®
No overflow
1 taphole
Open & closed waste with ceramic
cover available separately

Beyond Counter Basin 455
455mm x 455mm x 120mm
Made of FINECERAMIC®
No overflow
1 taphole
Open & closed waste with ceramic
cover available separately

Beyond Semi Totem Wall Hung Basin
460mm x 470mm x 380mm
Made of FINECERAMIC®
No overflow
1 taphole
Open & closed waste with ceramic
cover available separately
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Meridian Rimless
The stunning Meridian collection of toilets includes the latest technology in design in
order to provide a unique experience and an outstanding quality. The new optimised
design integrates Roca’s rimless innovation. Designed to prevent the water from
splashing beyond the rim of the toilet and ensuring the distribution of water washes the
entire surface of the bowl. The Meridian Rimless collection of toilets enables greater
hygiene whilst minimising cleaning effort when compared to standard toilets.

Schmidt & Lackner – Designers
From the Schmidt & Lackner Design offices in Heidelberg,
these German designers have worked for companies such
as Sysmex, Olymp and Leifheit and their projects have received
awards in competitions such as Frankfurt’s Design Plus,
New York’s ID Annual Design and Barcelona’s Delta ADI-FAD.
Their vision consists in the search for the essential in every project.

Accessories not available in Australia.

MERIDIAN RIMLESS

Meridian Rimless Close Coupled Back to
Wall Toilet Suite
Soft close seat
Quick release seat for easy cleaning
WELS 4 star, 4.5/3 ltr flush
Average flush: 3.5 ltrs
S Trap: 95mm-165mm
P Trap: 180mm
Projection: 600mm
Back Inlet

Meridian Rimless Back to Wall Pan

Soft close seat
Quick release seat for easy cleaning
WELS 4 star, 4.5/3 ltr flush
Average flush: 3.3 ltrs
S Trap: 95mm
P Trap: 180mm
Projection: 520mm

Meridian Rimless Wall Hung Pan
Soft close seat
Quick release seat for easy cleaning
WELS 4 star, 4.5/3 ltr flush
Average flush: 3.3 ltrs
P Trap: 180mm
Projection: 560mm

Meridian Care Rimless Back to Wall Comfort
Height Pan
WELS 4 star, 4.5/3 ltr flush
Average flush: 3.5 ltrs
S Trap: 220-270mm
P Trap: 180mm
Projection: 800mm
Available with blue, white or grey seats
Ambulant & Accessible Compliant AS1428.1
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Inspira Round Rimless
The soft curves and stunning lines of the Inspira Round collection embody a modern
and minimalistic design. Its elegant and gentle shape will surprise with how natural
geometry can be. Featuring Roca's Rimless Technology and innovative antibacterial
resin, SUPRALIT®, the Inspira Round toilets are the new generation of clean.

Roca Design Centre
The Inspira Round range was developed at the International Design Centre,
NOA. Incorporating two of Roca’s innovations, the collection improves overall
hygiene and minimises cleaning efforts when compared to standard toilets.

Accessories not available in Australia.

INSPIRA ROUND RIMLESS

Inspira Round Rimless Back to Wall Close
Coupled Toilet Suite
Soft close SUPRALIT® seat
Quick release seat for easy cleaning
WELS 4 Star, 4.5/3 ltr flush
Average flush: 3.3 ltrs
S Trap: 95mm - 165mm
P Trap: 180mm
Projection: 600mm

Inspira Round Rimless Back to Wall Pan

Soft close SUPRALIT® seat
Quick release seat for easy cleaning
WELS 4 Star, 4.5/3 ltr flush
Average flush: 3.3 ltrs
S Trap: 95mm – 105mm
P Trap: 95mm - 180mm
Projection: 560mm

Inspira Round Rimless Wall Hung Pan
Soft close SUPRALIT® seat
Quick release seat for easy cleaning
WELS 4 Star, 4.5/3 ltr flush
Average flush: 3.3 ltrs
P Trap: 220mm
Projection: 480mm
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Inspira
A collection of basins in their most intimate state, Inspira is the reflection
of personal character. The balance of aesthetic and functional elements
support and elevate design to a new level.

International Design Studio, NOA – Bertrand Illert
NOA is an international design studio creating solutions, strategies
and products for well-known companies with global presence.
Led by a passionate team, NOA delivers a holistic development
approach to all interdisciplinary projects.

Furniture not available in Australia.

INSPIRA

Inspira Round Vessel Basin 370

Inspira Round Semi Inset Basin 370

370mm x 370mm
x 140mm

370mm x 370mm
x 75mm

Made of FINECERAMIC®

Made of FINECERAMIC®

No overflow

No overflow

0 taphole

0 taphole

Open & closed waste
with ceramic cover
available separately

Open & closed waste
with ceramic cover
available separately

Inspira Soft Vessel Basin 370

Inspira Soft Vessel Basin 500

370mm x 370mm
x 140mm

500mm x 370mm
x 140mm

Made of FINECERAMIC®

Made of FINECERAMIC®

No overflow

No overflow

0 taphole

0 taphole

Open & closed waste
with ceramic cover
available separately

Open & closed waste
with ceramic cover
available separately

Inspira Soft Semi Inset Basin 370

Inspira Square Vessel Basin 370

370mm x 370mm
x 75mm

370mm x 370mm
x 140mm

Made of FINECERAMIC®

Made of FINECERAMIC®

No overflow

No overflow

0 taphole

0 taphole

Open & closed waste
with ceramic cover
available separately

Open & closed waste
with ceramic cover
available separately

Inspira Square Vessel Basin 500

Inspira Square Semi Inset Basin 370

500mm x 370mm
x 140mm

370mm x 370mm
x 75mm

Made of FINECERAMIC®

Made of FINECERAMIC®

No overflow

No overflow

0 taphole

0 taphole

Open & closed waste
with ceramic cover
available separately

Open & closed waste
with ceramic cover
available separately
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Inspira Wall Basin 600

Inspira Wall Basin 800
600mm x 490mm

800mm x 490mm

Made of FINECERAMIC®

Made of FINECERAMIC®

Overflow

Overflow

1 Taphole

1 Taphole

Open & closed waste
with ceramic cover
available separately

Open & closed waste with
ceramic cover available
separately

Inspira Wall Basin 1000

Inspira Square Semi Recessed Basin 550
1000mm x 490mm

550mm x 420mm

Made of FINECERAMIC®

Overflow

Overflow

1 taphole

1 Taphole

Open & closed waste
with ceramic cover
available separately

Open & closed waste
with ceramic cover
available separately

Inspira Undercounter Basin 494

Inspira Undercounter Basin 604

430mm x 325mm
(internal measurement)

540mm x 325mm
(internal measurement)

494mm x 390mm
(outer measurement)

604mm x 390mm
(outer measurement)

No overflow

No overflow

0 taphole

0 taphole

Open & closed waste
with ceramic cover
available separately

Open & closed waste
with ceramic cover
available separately
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Inspira
Freestanding Bath
The Inspira bath exudes avant-garde aesthetics and sophistication. With soft curves, stunning
design and an exceptionally slim profile using high quality acrylic material, The Inspira bath
perfectly complements the collection of Inspira basins based on the three most essential
geometrical shape and design lines – Round, Soft and Square.

Tapware not available in Australia.

Inspira Freestanding Bath

1800mm x 800mm
Slot overflow
Sanitary grade acrylic
Plug and waste included
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Cyprus Stonex
Shower Floor

®

Combining safety and aesthetics with the innovative Stonex® material, Cyprus is a new
revolution in shower flooring, made to enhance the bathroom experience. As one solid
base insert, it’s made to seamlessly integrate as a continuation of the current bathroom
floor. With a contemporary textured finish, including a high slip resistance feature,
shower safety is heightened without compromising on function or aesthetic.

Roca Design Centre
The Cyprus Stonex® Shower Floor range was created at the Roca Design
Centre with seamless integration in mind. Manufactured in Australia using
the innovative Stonex® material, Roca's Cyprus Stonex® Shower Floors are
a revolution in shower flooring.

Tapware, furniture, shower outlets and accessories not available in Australia.

CYPRUS STONEX®

Cyprus Stonex® Shower Floor

Cyprus Stonex® Shower Floor

900mm x 900mm

1000mm x 1000mm

Made of STONEX®

Made of STONEX®

Available in Blanco,
Arena, Cemento
and Pizarra

Available in Blanco,
Arena, Cemento
and Pizarra

Cyprus Stonex® Shower Floor

Cyprus Stonex® Shower Floor

1200mm x 900mm

900mm x 1500mm

Made of STONEX®

Made of STONEX®

Available in Blanco,
Arena, Cemento
and Pizarra

Available in Blanco,
Arena, Cemento
and Pizarra
Customisation
The 900x1500mm model
can be customised by
being reduced in length
by up to 300mm by
special order
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The Gap Rimless
Incorporating an advanced rimless design, The Gap Rimless allows water
to circulate along the entire inner perimeter of the pan. This technology
enables a higher level of hygiene as well as the advantage of easier cleaning.

Antonio Bullo – Designer
Based in Venice, Antonio Bullo is a renowned industrial designer
specialising in ceramics. He is a previous winner of four gold medals
at the Faenza International Ceramic Competition and two Design
Plus Awards at ISH Frankfurt.

Furniture and accessories not available in Australia.

THE GAP RIMLESS

The Gap Rimless Close Coupled Back to Wall Toilet Suite
Soft close seat
Quick release seat for
easy cleaning
WELS 4 star, 4.5/3 ltr flush
Average flush: 3.3 ltrs
S Trap: 95mm-165mm
P Trap: 180mm
Projection: 600mm
Back inlet

The Gap Rimless Close Coupled Back to Wall Toilet Suite
Soft close seat
Quick release seat for
easy cleaning
WELS 4 star, 4.5/3 flush
Average flush: 3.3 ltrs
S Trap: 95mm-165mm
P Trap: 180mm
Projection: 600mm
Bottom inlet

The Gap Rimless Back to Wall Pan
Soft close seat
Quick release seat for
easy cleaning
WELS 4 star, 4.5/3 flush
Average flush: 3.3 ltrs
S Trap: 95mm
P Trap: 180mm
Projection: 540mm

The Gap Rimless Wall Hung Pan
Soft close seat
Quick release seat for
easy cleaning
WELS 4 star, 4.5/3 flush
Average flush: 3.5 ltrs
P Trap: 220mm
Projection: 540mm
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Meridian
A single concept for a thousand and one solutions. Meridian offers a vast combination
of compact toilets and bidettes – each design working in total unity with the next.

Schmidt & Lackner – Designers
From the Schmidt & Lackner Design offices in Heidelberg,
these German designers have worked for companies such
as Sysmex, Olymp and Leifheit and their projects have received
awards in competitions such as Frankfurt’s Design Plus,
New York’s ID Annual Design and Barcelona’s Delta ADI-FAD.
Their vision consists in the search for the essential in every project.

Tapware, furniture and accessories not available in Australia.

MERIDIAN

Meridian Back to Wall Comfort Height Pan

Soft close seat
Quick release seat
for easy cleaning
WELS 4 star, 4.5/3 ltr flush
Average flush: 3.3 ltrs
S Trap: 120mm
P Trap: 180mm
Projection: 520mm

Meridian Back to Wall Pan
Soft close seat
Quick release seat
for easy cleaning
WELS 4 star, 4.5/3 ltr flush
Average flush: 3.5 ltrs
S Trap: 95mm
P Trap: 180mm
Projection: 520mm

Meridian Close Coupled Back
to Wall Toilet Suite
Soft close seat
Quick release seat
for easy cleaning
WELS 4 star, 4.5/3 ltr flush
Average flush: 3.5 ltrs
S Trap: 95mm-165mm
P Trap: 180mm
Projection: 600mm
Back Inlet

Meridian Wall Hung Bidette
Soft close lid (optional)
Soft close lid not available
for 480mm projection
1 taphole
Projection: 480mm
or 560mm
Tapware and wastes
sold separately

Meridian Close Coupled Back to Wall
Comfort Height Toilet Suite
Soft close seat
Quick release seat
for easy cleaning
WELS 4 star, 4.5/3 ltr flush
Average flush: 3.3 ltrs
S Trap: 95mm-165mm
P Trap: 180mm
Projection: 610mm
Back Inlet
Ambulant compliant

Meridian Wall Hung Pan
Soft close seat
Quick release seat
for easy cleaning
WELS 4 star, 4.5/3 ltr flush
Average flush: 3.5 ltrs
Projection: 480mm

Meridian Back to Wall Bidette
Soft close lid (optional)
1 taphole
Projection: 520mm
Tapware and wastes
sold separately
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Meridian
From large to compact basins and everything in between, shaping your space with
Meridian becomes a creative process where you are free to define the way you live.

Schmidt & Lackner – Designers
From the Schmidt & Lackner Design offices in Heidelberg,
these German designers have worked for companies such
as Sysmex, Olymp and Leifheit and their projects have received
awards in competitions such as Frankfurt’s Design Plus,
New York’s ID Annual Design and Barcelona’s Delta ADI-FAD.
Their vision consists in the search for the essential in every project.

Tapware, furniture and accessories not available in Australia.

MERIDIAN

Meridian Wall Basin Left Hand Bowl 750
750mm x 460mm
Overflow
1 taphole

Meridian Wall Basin Right Hand Bowl 750
750mm x 460mm
Overflow
1 taphole

Meridian Wall Basin Side Towel Rail

Meridian Semi Pedestal
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Dama-N
Clean lines and gentle corners, the Dama-N range is slender and elegant.
The one-piece cistern design is polished with the absence of an additional
groove and eliminates condensation on the outside.

Joan Gaspar – Designer
An industrial designer, Joan Gaspar runs his own design studio in Barcelona
and collaborates with various companies on new product ranges. His award
list includes Barcelona’s Delta de Plata and Neón de Luz.

Accessories not available in Australia.

DAMA-N

Dama-N Close Coupled Back to Wall Toilet Suite
Soft close seat
Quick release seat for easy cleaning
WELS 4 star, 4.5/3 ltr flush
Average flush: 3.3 ltrs
S Trap: 95mm-165mm
P Trap: 185mm
Projection: 600mm
Bottom or back inlet available

Dama-N Back to Wall Pan
Soft close seat
Quick release seat for easy cleaning
WELS 4 star, 4.5/3 ltr flush
Average flush: 3.3 ltrs
S Trap: 95mm
P Trap: 180mm
Projection: 520mm

Dama-N Wall Hung Pan
Soft close seat
Quick release seat for easy cleaning
WELS 4 star, 4.5/3 ltr flush
Average flush: 3.3 ltrs
Projection: 500mm
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The Gap
Maximising the efficiency of space, The Gap toilet and bidette range combines compact lines with a
minimalist aesthetic to create a selection that is unlike anything that has come before.

Antonio Bullo – Designer
Based in Venice, Antonio Bullo is a renowned industrial designer
specialising in ceramics. He is a previous winner of four gold medals
at the Faenza International Ceramic Competition and two Design
Plus Awards at ISH Frankfurt.

Accessories not available in Australia.

THE GAP

The Gap Close Coupled Back
to Wall Toilet Suite

The Gap Back to Wall
Comfort Height Pan
Soft close seat
Quick release seat for
easy cleaning
WELS 4 star, 4.5/3 ltr flush
Average flush: 3.3 ltrs
S Trap: 95mm-125mm
P Trap: 180mm
Projection: 610mm
Ambulant compliant

Soft close seat
Quick release seat for
easy cleaning
WELS 4 star, 4.5/3 ltr flush
Average flush: 3.5 ltrs
S Trap: 125mm-225mm
P Trap: 180mm
Projection: 650mm
Back Inlet

The Gap Close Coupled Back to Wall
Comfort Height Toilet Suite

The Gap Back to Wall Pan

Soft close seat
Quick release seat for
easy cleaning
WELS 4 star, 4.5/3 ltr flush
Average flush: 3.3 ltrs
S Trap: 125mm-225mm
P Trap: 180mm
Projection: 650mm
Bottom or back inlet
available
Ambulant compliant

The Gap Wall Hung Pan

Soft close seat
Quick release seat
for easy cleaning
WELS 4 star,
4.5/3 ltr flush
Average flush: 3.5 ltrs
S Trap: 95mm
P Trap: 180mm
Projection: 540mm

The Gap Back To Wall Bidette
Soft close seat
Quick release seat
for easy cleaning
WELS 4 star, 4.5/3 ltr flush
Average flush: 3.5 ltrs
Projection: 540mm

The Gap Wall Hung Bidette
Soft close lid (optional)
1 taphole
Capacity: 6.5 ltrs
Projection: 540mm
Tapware and wastes sold
separately

Soft close lid (optional)
1 taphole
Capacity: 6.5 ltrs
Projection: 540mm
Tapware and wastes
sold separately

The Gap Urinal
WELS 6 Star, 0.8 ltr flush
Height: 510mm
Width: 325mm
Projection: 270mm
Anti-vandal waste cover
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The Gap
The Gap basin collection is about truly accessible design. Square meets
round in a series of pieces that are compact, understated and infinitely
flexible, each allowing you to optimise your available space.

Antonio Bullo – Designer
Based in Venice, Antonio Bullo is a renowned industrial
designer specialising in ceramics. He is a previous winner
of four gold medals at the Faenza International Ceramic
Competition and two Design Plus Awards at ISH Frankfurt.

Tapware, furniture and accessories not available in Australia.

THE GAP

The Gap Semi Inset Basin 400
400mm x 400mm x 65mm
No overflow
0 taphole

The Gap Semi Inset Basin 450
450mm x 410mm x 65mm
Overflow
1 taphole

The Gap Semi Inset Basin 550
550mm x 410mm x 65mm
Overflow
1 taphole

The Gap Semi Inset Basin 700
700mm x 410mm x 65mm
Overflow
1 taphole

The Gap Semi Recessed Basin 550
550mm x 410mm x 120mm
Overflow
1 taphole
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DSC

DSC
Balancing elegance with
absolute simplicity, DSC
explores a direction in
design that is as distinctive
as it is practical.

Accessories and bidette not available in Australia.

Signature design style
The signatures of the German design duo Schmidt & Lackner
appear on this toilet suite, which offers a solution for the
contemporary habitat. Their proposal enables one to make
the most of the space and it easily merges with any style.

DSC Back to Wall Toilet Suite
Soft close seat
Quick release seat for
easy cleaning
WELS 4 star, 4.5/3 ltr flush
Average flush: 3.5 ltrs
S Trap: 95mm-165mm
P Trap: 180mm
Projection: 600mm
Bottom or back inlet available

BOL AND BERNA

Bol
Beautifully alluring, the

Passionately designed

sheer presence of Bol invites

Inspired by design and driven by the passion of its Spanish
heritage, Roca has been a world leader in bathroom design
for over 100 years. The Bol Vessel Basin brings soft curves
and organic design to the bathroom. Its gentle slope towards
the user makes it a practical and beautiful basin.

you closer. With its gentle,
organically inspired lines,
this stunning above counter
basin simply commands
your attention.

Bol Vessel Basin 420
420mm
Overflow
0 taphole

Berna
Versatility, elegance and
functionality, as part of a
sophisticated, balanced and
natural design. This basin
offers a simple, compact and
highly-adaptable solution.

Berna Undercounter Basin 560
500mm x 360mm
(internal measurement)
560mm x 420mm
(outer measurement)
Overflow
0 taphole
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Debba
With the Roca guarantee of performance and quality, the Debba range offers
popular aesthetics at affordable prices. Simple and functional design brings
trends to life for big and small bathrooms alike.

Roca Design Centre
The Debba range was created at the Roca Design Centre,
bringing together performance and quality to suit any budget.

Accessories not available in Australia

DEBBA

Debba Back To Wall Suite
Soft close seat
Quick release seat for
easy cleaning
WELS 4 star, 4.5/3 ltr flush
Average flush: 3.3 ltrs
S Trap: 95mm-155mm
P Trap: 180mm
Projection: 655mm
Bottom or back
inlet available

Debba Close Coupled Toilet Suite
Soft close seat
Quick release seat for
easy cleaning
WELS 4 star, 4.5/3 ltr flush
Average flush: 3.4 ltrs
S Trap: 140mm
P Trap: 180mm
Projection: 655mm
Bottom or back
inlet available

Debba Back To Wall Pan
Soft close seat
Quick release seat for
easy cleaning
WELS 4 star, 4.5/3 ltr flush
Average flush: 3.3 ltrs
S Trap: 90mm
P Trap: 180mm
Projection: 520mm
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Debba
The Debba basin range makes it the perfect solution for any bathroom space.
From large spacious areas to the more space conscious Debba has an
option for every need.

Roca Design Centre
The Debba range was created at the Roca Design Centre,
bringing together performance and quality to suit any budget.

Accessories not available in Australia.

DEBBA

Debba Wall Basin 400

Debba Wall Basin 500
400mm x 320mm

500mm x 420mm

Overflow

Overflow

1 taphole

1 taphole

Debba Semi Inset Basin 500

Debba Semi Recessed Basin 520

500mm x 410mm

520mm x 400mm

Overflow

Overflow

1 taphole

1 taphole

Debba Semi Pedestal to suit Debba
Wall Basin 500
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Victoria
Embracing a timeless aesthetic, the Victoria collection offers a blank canvas
on which to overlay your own style. With the option of wall mounted, pedestal
or semi-pedestal basins, the Victoria collection gives you the flexibility to make the
most of limited bathroom dimensions, while still embracing classic style.

Roca Design Centre
The Victoria range was created at the Roca Design Centre a classic style to suit a wide range of bathrooms.

Tapware and accessories not available in Australia.

VICTORIA

Victoria Close Coupled
p
Toilet Suite
Standard seat & cover
with plastic hinge
Soft close seat (optional)
WELS 4 star, 4.5/3 ltr flush
Average flush: 3.5 ltrs
S Trap: 140mm
P Trap: 180mm
Projection: 655mm
Bottom Inlet

Victoria Wall Basin 520
520mm x 420mm
Overflow
1 or 3 taphole

Victoria Semi Recessed Basin 510
510mm x 400mm
Overflow
1 or 3 taphole

Victoria Wall Basin with Pedestal 520
520mm x 420mm
Overflow
1 or 3 taphole

Victoria Wall Basin with Semi Pedestal 520
520mm x 420mm
Overflow
1 or 3 taphole
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Diverta
The Diverta series of basins celebrate the harmonious and vital connection that
people share with water. Simple, almost translucent lines free the mind and allow the
individual to focus on the ritual at hand – enhancing the bathroom experience daily.

Ramon Benedito – Designer
As one of Spain’s most awarded designers, Ramon Benedito is
famous for creating products that are both poetic and captivating.

Tapware not available in Australia.

DIVERTA

Diverta Wall/Counter Basin 470

Diverta Wall/Counter Basin 750

470mm x 440mm

750mm x 440mm

For counter installation, basin needs
to be fixed to the wall

For counter installation, basin needs
to be fixed to the wall

Overflow

Overflow

1 or 3 taphole

1 taphole

Diverta Semi Recessed Basin 500

Diverta Inset Basin 550

500mm x 450mm

550mm x 425mm

Overflow

Overflow

1 or 3 taphole

1 or 3 taphole

Diverta Inset Basin 500

Diverta Undercounter Basin 500

500mm x 380mm

400mm x 305mm
(internal measurement)
500mm x 380mm
(outer measurement)

Overflow
0 taphole

Overflow
0 taphole
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VIRGINIA

Virginia
Virginia delivers exceptional
quality and comfort, with subtle
curves that promote a deep
sense of relaxation.

Tapware not available in Australia.

Virginia Freestanding Bath
1700mm x 800mm
Overflow turn pop up waste
Sanitary grade acrylic

Virginia Oval Semi Inset Basin 635
635mm x 390mm
0 taphole
No Overflow

Virginia Round Vessel Basin 425
425mm
0 taphole
No Overflow

EASY

Easy
Beautiful lines with a clean
aesthetic allows for the creation
of visually exciting designs.
The Easy range is all about
contemporary style.

Furniture and accessories not available in Australia.

Easy Inset Bath
1700mm x 750mm
Overflow turn pop up waste
Sanitary grade acrylic

Easy Semi Inset Basin 550
550mm x 445mm
Overflow
1 taphole
For counter installation, basin
needs to be fixed to the wall

Easy Semi Recessed Basin 484
484mm x 376mm
0 taphole
No Overflow
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Roca Enamelled
Steel Baths
As the largest manufacturer of enamelled steel baths in the world, Roca is dedicated to
crafting beautiful designs that invigorate the body and the mind. Made from heavy duty
3.5mm gauge steel, each Roca bath is designed to last. With its clean, modern lines
and generous proportions, Roca baths deliver total comfort in style.

Roca Design Centre
The Roca range of enamelled steel baths were created at
the Roca Design Centre – each Roca bath is designed to last.

Tapware not available in Australia.

ROCA ENAMELLED STEEL BATHS

Duo Plus

Lun Plus

Duo Plus Oval Freestanding Bath

Lun Plus Inset Bath

1800mm x 800mm
Acrylic surround
Sound deadening pads
Overflow turn pop up waste
Scratch resistant

Available in 1700mm x 750mm
or 1800mm x 800mm
Magnetic head-rests included
Sound deadening pads
Overflow turn pop up waste
Scratch resistant

Duo Plus Inset Bath

1800mm x 800mm
Sound deadening pads
Overflow turn pop up waste
Scratch resistant

Duo Plus Oval Inset Bath

1800mm x 800mm
Sound deadening pads
Overflow turn pop up waste
Scratch resistant
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Roca Thermostatic
Mixers
Enjoy complete control and precision. Roca's thermostatic mixers allows you to set
an ideal temperature that will remain stable from the beginning to the end of your
showering experience.

Roca Design Centre
Roca Thermostatic Mixers are designed and manufactured in
the Roca Design Centre for guaranteed longevity and durability.

Shower not available in Australia.

ROCA THERMOSTATIC MIXERS

T-1000

T-1000 Thermostatic Mixer with Diverter
Backplate: 160mm
To be installed with RocaBox

T-1000 Thermostatic Mixer
Backplate: 160mm
To be installed with RocaBox

L90-T

L90-T Thermostatic Mixer with Diverter
Backplate: 160 x 180mm
To be installed with RocaBox

RocaBox Universal In-wall Body

L90-T Thermostatic Mixer
Backplate: 160 x 180mm
To be installed with RocaBox
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Roca Tapware
Highly functional and superbly styled, Roca brings
more than 60 years of engineering excellence to the
design of its mixer collection. An early pioneer of
sustainable design, each Roca mixer utilises innovative
technology to maximise water efficiency.

A beautiful EverShine ® finish
The brilliant, hard-wearing chrome finish of all Roca mixers is
made possible through its innovative EverShine® technology.
This advanced electrolytic coating is significantly thicker than
many brands. Roca even subjects its finishes to a rigorous 200
hour salt spray test – up to 4 times longer than other products
on the market – so they will continue to sparkle for many years.

Precise control with SoftTurn®
Roca manufactured SoftTurn® cartridge found in every mixer,
sets it apart from other manufacturers.
Roca cartridges have an unmatched level of precision, comfort and
softness in its use as well as a long service life. The Roca ceramic
cartridge complies with a durability test of one million cycles.

More efficient and sustainable
tapware with ColdStart®
ColdStart® technology ensures the front opening of the tap retains
only cold water for everyday use. By turning the handle to the left, the
hot water unit is activated and the water flow will gradually warm. The
simple movement avoids any unintentional operation of the hot water
unit, saving energy and reducing emissions of CO2.
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Escuadra
Inspired by the natural world, the Escuadra series draws its bold identity from
the formation of spectacular rock outcrops smoothed with the passage of time.
The perfect combination of cutting edge technology and innovative design,
Escuadra is a visual masterpiece for the bathroom.

Roca Design Centre
The Escuadra range was created at the Roca Design Centre – a range that
draws its identity from the formation of spectacular rock outcrops.

Furniture and accessories not available in Australia.

ESCUADRA

Escuadra Wall Basin Mixer
WELS 4 star, 7.5 ltrs/min
Reach: 210mm

Escuadra Basin Mixer
WELS 5 star, 5 ltrs/min
Reach: 116mm
Clearance: 103mm

Escuadra Extended Basin Mixer
WELS 5 star, 5 ltrs/min
Reach: 116mm
Clearance: 252mm

Escuadra Shower Mixer
Backplate: 150mm x 150mm

Escuadra Shower Mixer with Diverter
Backplate: 150mm x 200mm

Escuadra Wall Bath Outlet
Reach: 210mm
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Atlas
The elegant and contemporary Atlas is designed to adapt to any setting.
This innovative collection is inclusive of flow limiting technology as well
as ColdStart® for greater water and energy savings in the modern home.

Antonio Bullo – Designer
Based in Venice, Antonio Bullo is a renowned industrial designer
specialising in ceramics. He is a previous winner of four gold medals
at the Faenza International Ceramic Competition and two Design
Plus Awards at ISH Frankfurt.

ATLAS

Atlas Basin Mixer

Atlas Wall Basin Mixer
WELS 5 star, 6 ltrs/min

WELS 4 star, 7.5 ltrs/min

Reach: 110mm

Reach: 208mm

Clearance: 90mm
ColdStart® Technology
– flow of water always starts
with cold to save energy
Available with 179mm
extended lever handle

Atlas Extended Basin Mixer

Atlas Shower Mixer

WELS 5 star, 6 ltrs/min

Backplate: 104mm

Reach: 132mm

Available with 179mm
extended lever handle

Clearance: 220mm
ColdStart® Technology
– flow of water always starts
with cold to save energy
Available with 179mm
extended lever handle

Atlas Shower Mixer with Diverter
Backplate: 120mm

Atlas Bidet Mixer
WELS 6 star, 4.5 ltrs/min
Reach: 105mm
Clearance: 80mm

Atlas Bath Outlet
Reach: 207mm
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Logica-N
The vision of renowned Spanish designer Ramon Benedito, Logica-N’s smooth, elegant lines
perfectly embody its effortless efficiency and advanced functionality. A truly timeless design,
Logica-N seamlessly combines sustainability and stunning lines in one beautiful form.

Ramon Benedito – Designer
As one of Spain’s most awarded designers, Ramon Benedito is
famous for creating products that are both poetic and captivating.
Logica-N represents his most recent collaboration with Roca
in a partnership that has spanned more than 20 years.

Sink not available in Australia.

LOGICA-N

Logica-N Basin Mixer
WELS 5 star, 5 ltrs/min
Reach: 118mm
Clearance: 81mm

Logica-N Shower Mixer
Backplate: 120mm

Logica-N Shower Mixer with Diverter
Backplate: 120mm x 160mm

Logica-N Cast Sink Mixer
WELS 4 star, 7.5 ltrs/min
Reach: 220mm
Clearance: 156.5mm

Logica-N Pull Out Sink Mixer
WELS 4 star, 7.5 ltrs/min
Reach: 236mm
Clearance: 174mm
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L20
Roca’s latest addition to its wide range of eco-friendly taps is the L20 collection. Easy and
intuitive to use, the L20 collection features an innovative ColdStart® Technology system, so the
flow of water always starts with cold. This ensures hot water is only activated when necessary.
And with its superb looks, the L20 allows you to save energy without compromising on style.

Roca Design Centre
The L20 range was created at the Roca Design Centre
– an eco-friendly and intuitive collection.

L20

L20 Basin Mixer
WELS 4 star, 7.5 ltrs/min
Reach: 105mm
Clearance: 91mm
ColdStart® Technology
– flow of water always starts
with cold to save energy

L20 Wall Basin Mixer
WELS 4 star, 7.5 ltrs/min
Reach: 195mm

L20 Shower Mixer
Backplate: 120mm

L20 Shower Mixer with Diverter
Backplate: 120mm x 160mm

L20 Wall Bath Outlet
Reach: 195mm

L20 Sink Mixer
WELS 4 star, 7.5 ltrs/min
Reach: 221mm
Clearance: 132mm
ColdStart® Technology
– flow of water always starts
with cold to save energy
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Notes
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Notes

Visit any one of our 300 showrooms around Australia for all the latest products, concepts and inspiration to make your
bathroom whatever you want it to be. And for the ultimate bathroom experience, go to one of our bathroom life™
stores where you will find the biggest range of leading Australian and international brands.

Call 1800 032 566 or visit reece.com.au for your nearest bathroom showroom.
Due to limitations in the printing process the colours in this brochure are a guide only. The manufacturer/distributor reserves the right
to vary specifications or delete models from their range without prior notification. The manufacturer/distributor takes no responsibility for
printing errors. Roca tapware, bidettes, toilets, basins and baths enjoy a 15 year product warranty, 2 year electrical components warranty
and a 1 year parts and labour warranty – domestic use only.
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